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Mechanical spectroscopy of reactor-pressure-vessel
steel embrittlement: a progress report.

0. Introduction:

In Belgium, almost 60% of the electricity used is provided by nuclear power plants. The
design life of a nuclear power plant is generally about 40 years. One of the main
components of a nuclear power plant responsible for this limitation is the pressure
vessel, which contains fuel and moderator and is subjected to heavy neutron
bombardement. After many years of operation, the pressure vessel, made of ferritic steel,
can be become too brittle for continued operation. At the moment, replacement of the
vessel is a not very cost-effective solution and the idea of construction of new power
plants is meeting with more and more opposition. Other solutions therefore need to be
found. This is becoming increasingly important, because the end of design life (EODL)
of the pressure vessels in many European and North American power plants will be
reached in about 15 years. One solution is to prove that the reactor pressure vessel is still
in a condition that to be operated for a further ten or twenty years.
In Belgivun, plant life management (plim) [1] is the term used to denote surveillance and
operation license aspects. A Belgian operation license is granted for an unspecified
period, but it is subject to regulatory review every ten years.
In order to ensure adequate fracture toughness of the pressure vessel, tests need to be
carried out. These tests form part of a commercial surveillance programme, which is
based on current regulatory requirements. Experimental capsules, which contain test
specimens representative of the central area (beltline) of the pressure vessel are loaded in
the reactor before operation and can be taken out after any given period of time for
testing. This testing of surveillance specimens from the seven Belgian pressurized water
reactor power plants is carried out at SCK. Tractebel is responsible for the evaluation of
the results in line with current regulations.
Current surveillance has mainly relied on Charpy-V notch impact tests for the
irradiated condition and on the Pellini drop weight test for the unirradiated condition.
The impact data in the transition temperature range1 are used to estimate fracture
toughness parameters. The methodology is known as fracture toughness indexation.
However, this indexation is rather arbitrary and both this and insufficient insight in
damage modelling have led to mismatching and scattering of embrittlement trend-
curves2. Moreover, operation of the power plant for 50 years or more would result in
pressure vessel exposure to higher neutron fluences (number of neutrons per square
cm). At these fluences, damage mechanisms occur that are not yet well understood.
Another consideration of importance is that the pressure vessel contains water3 at a
temperature of ~300°C. This means that the pressure vessel is subject not only to

1 body-centred cubic steel has a characteristic ductile-to-brittle transition. The
temperature at which this transition occurs is called the transition temperature.
2 embrittlement trend curves are empirical curves which describe the influence of dose
rate, fluence, irradiation temperature and chemical composition on embrittlement of
the pressure vessel steel
3 water is used for cooling and for moderation of the neutrons; in order to facilitate a
chain reaction neutrons have to be slowed down or moderated.



neutron irradiation, but also to thermal ageing. The effect of thermal ageing is studied
by testing surveillance specimens which have been exposed to thermal ageing
(63.000h at ~300°C) only. The effects could, however, remain hidden in routine
application and evaluation of the impact tests.
In order to address the problems highlighted above we are now developing an enhanced
commercial surveillance strategy. One essential element in this enhanced strategy is
microstructural investigation in support of damage modelling [2]. This involves the
study of pressure vessel steels by means of different microstructural techniques:
transmission electron microscopy [3], positron annihilation spectroscopy [4] and
mechanical spectroscopy, more commonly known as internal friction.

1. Internal friction as a microstrucural probe:

1.1 background:

Internal friction is a technique which forms part of the larger domain of mechanical

spectroscopy, which literally means 'the observation of spectra' in a mechanical way. An
external mechanical force is applied to a physical object under investigation and the
resulting time-dependent strain is measured.
For an ideal elastic solid, Hooke's law (o=Me, where o is the stress and e the strain
and M the modulus of elasticity) says that a time-dependent stress is completely
determined by the variation in time of the strain, and vice versa : 8=Jo , with J the
compliance.
Thus, a harmonic variation of the stress corresponds to a harmonic variation of the strain
in such a way that stress and strain are always in phase, so that no dissipation of energy
takes place.

cr=a0exp(i(ot) and s=E0expi(cot-<|)) where <|)=0

But real solids do not obey Hooke's law; considerable dissipation of energy usually does
occur. This dissipation of energy in a real solid is called internal friction. The internal

AW
friction is measured by for periodic variations of stress and strain, where AW is the

W
energy dissipated in the solid during one cycle and W is the maximum (elastic) energy
stored in the solid. This ratio can also be described as a function of the loss angle <|>:
AW

= 2% tand), where <b is then called the internal friction of the material.
W

A real solid therefore does not behave in a completely elastic way. Internal friction is
generally used in terms of anelasticity, not plasticity or visco-elasticity. This means that:
a) Vcr, 3!s where s is made up of an elastic instantaneous and an anelastic part:
b) The equilibrium response is approached exponentially.
c) The CT-S relationship is linear.



1.2 internal friction as a microstructural probe:

For a standard anelastic solid, for which stress and strain and their time derivatives have
a linear relationship, Zener (1948) showed that the internal friction (J>(<B) could be
expressed as a Debye relaxation (figure 1, with co the circular frequency and x the
relaxation time).

D e b y e r e l a x a t i o n p e a k

Figure 1: The figure
l + x2

logx, with x = cox

For these solids, the internal friction <j) can be expressed as

A co(x)
tan(|) = A) l+co2(x)2

when § is small and where (x) is the average relaxation time, A the relaxation strength
5 J/J, with J the compliance.

To trace out the peak <|)((o) as a function of co, however, at least two orders of magnitude
in frequency need to be covered, which is difficult to achieve experimentally. But (|> also
depends on x, so it would be logical to think of experimentally describing the internal
friction as a function of x. This has important implications. In many cases, when the rate-
limiting process for relaxation involves movement over an energy barrier, the relaxation
rate x" can be expressed by an Arrhenius equation:

-ix =voexp(-E/kT) or x=xoexp(E/kT) with xo=vo"

where v0 is the frequency factor, E the activation energy, k the Boltzmann constant and
T the absolute temperature.
This means that the internal friction can be described as a function of temperature, <)>(T),
which is experimentally much easier to deal with.
Furthermore, if the peak value is obtained at different frequencies, a plot of lnco vs Yl

petk

gives the slope E/k and thus the activation energy E for the process.
In discussing the processes to be investigated a thermodynamic approach should be
considered, in which you speak in terms of internal variables [5]. Upon the application
of a stress to the specimen under investigation, these internal variables can change to
new equilibrium values through kinetic processes, such as diffusion. The internal
variables are coupled to mechanical quantities, such as stress and strain, so that changes



in the internal variables due to an external stress can be observed in the time-dependent
behaviour of the strain.
For a better understanding, it might be best to consider an example. Point defects, such
as interstitial impurity atoms in solid solution, can reorientate when a stress is applied. A
defect in a crystal induces local elastic distortions. As a result there is an interaction
between the defect and the applied external stress. A defect that introduces such
distortions is commonly called an elastic dipole. Since this dipole interacts with a stress
field, it is characterised by a second rank tensor. The components of this tensor represent
the strain per unit mole fraction of defects in the same orientation p and may be seen as
internal variables. The defects in one orientation may go into another orientation, so the
parameter p can also be seen as an internal variable. In fact, for an elastic dipole
interacting with a uniaxial stress there are nt-l independent internal variables, where nt is
the number of elastic dipole tensors.
Interstitial impurity atoms in dilute solution in a bcc metal occupy octahedral lattice
sites and therefore constitute elastic dipoles of tetragonal symmetry. Application of an
external stress can induce ordering through defect reorientation. Such a change in an
internal variable, orientation p, can yield a relaxation peak. From such a peak and from
the corresponding resonance frequency of the specimen, the following quantities can be
obtained [6]: the relaxation strength (the max height of the peak), which is a measure of
the number of relaxing units in the specimen, the relaxation time T, which is related to
the jump rate oo of the defect from one orientation into another by x"1 =600 , the peak
shape and the modulus defect, which is proportional to the square of the resonance
frequency. The relaxation time x can, furthermore, be related to the diffusion coefficient
D: D-d? 126% , where a is the lattice parameter. When the experiment is conducted at
different frequencies, the activation energy E, which governs t, can be obtained. In this
example, where interstitial defects jump from one orientation to another, the activation
energy is that for migration of the interstitial defect.
To summarise, internal friction experiments can give information about the
microstructure of the specimen under investigation.
Many other types of relaxation exist and the next paragraphs will give an idea of these
different types of relaxation, more specifically those that are expected to occur in iron
and steel.
The relaxation discussed above is known as the Snoek peak: reorientation of interstitials
in dilute solid solution in bcc metals. Zener (1943) found another point defect
relaxation, which he ascribed to stress-induced reorientation of substitutional pairs in
dilute solution. The height of the peak is proportional to the square of the concentration
of the substitutional defect.
In pressure-vessel steels, however, these point-defect relaxations are not visible. This
would suggest that the concentration of these defects is too high or too low or that the
defects are no longer in solution. Dislocation relaxations prove more useful for the study
of pressure-vessel steels. When the specimen is deformed, prior to the application of an
external stress, dislocations4 are freed from some of their pinners. These mobile
dislocations can overcome the Peierls barriers, and this gives rise to a relaxation peak.
Other dislocation relaxations involve defects. The Snoek-Koster relaxation involves
bowing out of dislocations, pinned at both ends, at a rate controlled by the migration rate

'dislocations or line imperfections are one-dimensional defects in the material



of bound solute atoms along the dislocation line. The height of this peak is again
proportional to the concentration of the solute atoms.
At much higher temperatures, grain boundary relaxation may occur. This relaxation is
related to viscous sliding between grains. Precipitation at the grain boundaries and the
presence of solutes in the material influence the grain boundary peak.
The relaxations described above constitute only a minor part of a large quantity of
relaxations which have been observed experimentally for many different materials, but
they serve to give an idea of the wide variety of applications possible with the internal
friction technique. The following section will describe the experimental apparatus which
is used to conduct internal-friction measurements.

1.3 the torsion pendulum:

Many techniques by which to measure the internal friction and modulus have been
developed over the years. One of the most widely used experimental set-ups is the
torsion pendulum. A torsion pendulum, in the form of a magnetic needle suspended from
a fibre, was first used by Charles Augustin de Coulomb for the accurate measurement of
electrical forces. This lead to an important discovery in 1785 that the action of what was
then called the 'electric fluid' grew less, as the distance between two charged bodies
became greater. In 1798 Henry Cavendish used an adapted version of Coulomb's
pendulum for the absolute measurement of the gravitational force. [7]
A simple torsion pendulum consists of an inertia member (eg a horizontal disc)
suspended from a wire. When the pendulum is turned through an arc about the vertical
axis the wire is twisted and exerts a restoring torque x. For a small angular displacement
x: T=-kx where k is the torsional constant.

dx2

The solution to the equation of motion: / — = -kx (1)
dt2

[k
gives x = Acos(G)0t) ,where coo = /— and/:inertia

4 f-i

For example, for a wire the moment of inertia / = with /-.radius, /.length,
F
 8TT/ f2 B

/•frequency, G.shearmodulus

This means a torsion pendulum can be used to obtain information about the wire used
and this is in fact what we do when we use the torsion pendulum for our investigations
on reactor-pressure-vessel-steel embrittlement. The wire is simply replaced by a steel
specimen we wish to study.

A torsion pendulum can be made to vibrate at a given frequency or it can vibrate freely
at the resonance frequency of the system. We shall not discuss both techniques, but
describe the system in free vibration only, because an inverted torsion pendulum in free
vibration will be set up at SCK within the framework of microstructural investigation for
enhanced commercial surveillance. In the case of forced vibration, considerations similar
to the following will lead to the derivation of modulus and internal friction; an extra term
in the equation of motion needs only to be taken into account.



In free vibration a torsional force is applied to the specimen, after which the specimen is
left to vibrate freely to a new state of equilibrium. This free decay (damped sinusoidal
vibration) is then recorded. The damping term can be described, using a complex
torsional constant k* in equation (1).
The solution to the equation of motion for an experiment as described above in the
presence of internal friction is of the form: x=A(t)exp(ico0t)
where coo=2Ttfo is the frequency of the vibration and A(t)=x0exp(-5f0t) the envelope
function, with x0 the maximum amplitude and 8 a constant.
For small 8 we can write h=n§ and co0

2~modulus. So 8 can be used to determine the

internal friction. 8 is usually expressed as: 8 = In —— and is therefore referred to as

logarithmic decrement. Q"1 is also often used to denote the internal friction and can be
related to 8 through: Q"'= 8/7t.

The inverted torsional pendulum in free vibration which has been set up at SCK is made
up of the following components:

-the vacuum chamber: a fairly high vacuum is required to eliminate effects of
oxydisation or nitrogenation which would influence the measurements considerably. A
vacuum of about 2x10" mbar can be attained at present.

-the anti-vibration table: the vacuum chamber is supported on an anti-vibration table to
minimise external vibrations.

-the excitation system: the specimen is mounted in a rod-like specimen holder, which is
fixed at the bottom of the pendulum and attached to an inertia disc at the top (inverted
torsion pendulum). Excitation occurs through a magnetic coupling system. Two
inductive coils are located inside the chamber. Two permanent magnets are attached to
the inertia disc. When a current is sent through the coils the magnets are pushed in and
out of the coils, which results in a torsional movement of the inertia disc and thus of the
specimen in its holder, firmly attached to this disc.

-the detection system: this consists of a laser, a mirror and a detector (eg photocells or
CCD). The laser beam is directed onto a mirror attached to the inertia disc, which
reflects the torsional vibration onto the detector. This information is then relayed and
translated for analysis.

-the heating and cooling system: the measurements as a function of temperature require
a temperature range of: -80-1000K. A heater at the bottom of the pendulum surrounds
the specimen. A tube containing the specimen and heater is immersed in a liquid
nitrogen dewar to cool the specimen to a pre-set temperature.

-the magnetic field: the pressure-vessel steels we study are ferromagnetic. The
application of an external stress to a ferromagnetic material can cause large-scale
movement of the magnetic domains. This causes anelastic relaxation and/or hysteretic
internal-friction effects. To overcome this problem, we apply an external magnetic field
to saturate the magnetisation. A coil is wound round the specimen and induces a



magnetic field in the direction of the length of the specimen. The coil, surrounding the
specimen and heater, is immersed in liquid nitrogen.

-the deformation system: one of the important features of this pendulum is the
possibility of deforming the specimen plastically. A system of cog wheels, connected to
the first or inner tube that surrounds the specimen tube, is driven by a motor. The motor
turns, and twists the specimen at the bottom, where it is connected to the surrounding
second tube. Two pins on the inertia disc at the top are clamped and this clamps the
specimen from the top. In this way the specimen can be deformed in torsion, while the
stress and strain are recorded.

In the previous sections, the basics of the internal-friction technique have been explained
and the apparatus, the torsion pendulum, has been described. The following chapter will
describe the material under study: pressure-vessel steel.

2. The microstructure of pressure-vessel steels:

The pressure-vessel steels which have been studied up till now are the following:

JRQ

Doell-II

DoellV

Siemens/egf
22NiCrMo
HSSI73W

Japanese Reference Quality, IAEA
standard material, A533 B class 1 plate
225 mm thick, fabricated by Kawasaki
Steel Corporation
First Belgian nuclear-powen-reactor steel,
Soudotenax 56F, 178 mm thick, fabricated
by Cockerill (1970-2) forged, quenched
and tempered
Younger pressure-vessel steel, SA-508
Class 3 forging 225 mm thick, fabricated
by Japan casting & forging corporation
and Cockerill
Forged, quenched and tempered steel, DIN
22NiMoCr37 ?300mm thick
fabricated in A 533 grade B class 2 plate,
218 mm thick, using submerged arc
process, by Combustion Engineering Inc.
for the Heavy Section Steel Irradiation
(HSSI) programme at ORNL, funded by
US-NRC; AWS specification A5.23-80
Electrode Classification: EF-2

Table 1 shows the chemical composition for these steels.



Table 1: chemical composition in wt%

steel/element

Doel I-1I bm

Doel I-II wm

JRQ

Doel IV bm

Doel IV wm

HSSI 73W

Siemens:22NiMoCr
37-A10andB15

C

0.15

0.06

0.18

0.20

0.068

0.098

0.22
0.30

Cr

0.58

[0.09]

0.14

0.093

0.14

0.25

0.39
0.47

Cu

0.145

0.126

0.14

0.055

0.046

0.31°

0.08

Mn

0.96

1.30

1.42

1.43/51

1.57

1.56

0.88
0.71

Mo

0.32

0.61

0.51

0.53/0

0.48

0.58

0.51
0.80

Ni

0.79

0.206

0.84

0.75

0.78

0.60

0.84
0.71

P

0.01

0.01

0.017

0.008

0.017

0.005

0.006
0.009

S

0.01

0.007

0.004

0.008

0.005

0.005

0.004
0.011

Si

0.225

[0.48]

0.24

0.28

0.22

0.45

0.23
0.23

bm: base metal; wm: weld metal; [ ]: mean value for coupon 1636; ° wire heat nr 87986
(composition 2)

Table 2 describes the thermal treatments to which these steels were subjected.

Table 2: heat treatment

JRQ

Doel I (coupon 1636(-
9))(eg6H4Y2)
Doel II (coupon 1666(-
9)) (eg 1Z7 WTH)
Doel IV

Siemens/egf
22NiCrMo

HSSI 73W

normalised at 900°C, water quenched, tempered at 665°C for
12 hours, stress relieved at 620°C for 40 hours
austenised at 900-925°C for 6 hours; quenched in water and
tempered for 12 hours at 625°C; tempered upper bainite
austenised at 900-925 °C for 6 hours; quenched in water and
tempered for 12 hours at 625°C; tempered upper bainite
Q:890°C W.Q.; T:660°C A C ; PWHT:615°Cx24H
shell: normalised 900/970°C for 12 hours and 50 min; air
cooled; tempered at 630/670°C for 13 hours and 55 min;
furnace cooled; 7h 25min at 870/910°C; water quenched;
tempered at 650/690°C for 6h 20min; air cooling
test coupons: post weld: heating at 30°C/h max up to
600/620°C and hold for 24 h 45 min; furnace cooling 30°C/h
max;air cooling from 260/265°C
normalising and tempering: roomT-900/970°C at 70°C/hour;
hold at 900/970°C for 7 hours; air cooled to roomT; roomT-
630/690°C at 70°C/hour; hold at 630/690°C for 7 hours;
furnace or air cooled to roomT; quenching and tempering:
roomT-870/910°C at 70°C/hour; hold at 870/910°C for 4
hours; water cooled to roomT; roomT-63 5/665 °C at
70°C/hour; hold at 635/665°C for 7 hours; air cooled to
roomT
post-weld held 40h at 607°C; bainitic with ferrite islands



Table 3 lists the hardness measurements and results for the steels.

Table 3

JRQ HV5 (49N):as-received 204, thermally aged 209
Doel I (coupon 1636(-9)) n.a.
(eg weld 6H4Y2)
Doel II (coupon 1668(6-9)) base HVS 178; weld HVS 186
(egweldlZ7WTH)
Doel IV base HVS 170-180; overlay weldment 170-175
Siemens n.a.
HSSI73W n.a.

Based on the information in the ASM Vol.9, the microstructure of plate steels and welds
depends strongly on the plate thickness and on the heat treatment, less on the variations
in the chemical composition between the different steels. From optical metallography,
the following conclusions about the microstructure of the above steels may be derived:
Doel II weld in as-received and thermally aged conditions reveals a bainitic
microstructure with a large number of precipitates and inclusions [8]. Areas containing a
high density of small grains, typical of a recovered structure can be seen. The average
grain diameter is about 6 |Jm, but for the low Cu as-received sample the average grain
diameter is about 4.5 pm, indicating a coarsening effect due to thermal ageing for the as-
received sample. The photographs for Doel II as-received and for Doel I thermally aged
material seem to indicate a similar effect of coarsening due to thermal ageing. Further
refinement of the microstructural category places the Doel-I steel in the tempered upper
bainite category. The same holds for Doel-II material, though the Doel-I steel exhibits a
larger number of ferrite equiaxed grains and in the Doel-II sample, the prior austenite
grain size might have been smaller, indicating that the bainite transformation set in more
homogeneously in the Doel-II steel.
The Siemens (22Ni-Cr-Mo) steel also reveals a tempered bainitic microstructure.
The JRQ as-received and thermally aged samples both appear to have an acicular
ferrite/pearlite with (fine) tempered carbides microstructure. There is no apparent effect
of thermal ageing.
A microstructure of tempered bainite, probably mixed upper and lower bainite, can be
observed for the Doel IV base and weld metal. The weld material seems to contain small
equiaxed ferrite grains. After thermal ageing, a slight increase in the grain size might be
observed for the Doel IV weld sample.
The microstructure of the HSSI 73 W weld material has been classified bainitic with
ferrite islands.
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3. Results and discussion:

In this section, a general idea of the results, which were obtained using the mother
apparatus in Switzerland, and their interpretation will be given.
A standard5 internal-friction experiment on reactor-pressure-vessel steel reveals a
dislocation phenomenon, shown in figure 2 for Doel-II weld steel in unirradiated
condition. The peak can be explained as follows [9]: at a frequency of ~1.6Hz, screw
dislocations obtain sufficient energy at around 150K to overcome potential barriers; at
-310K a maximum is reached for which the relaxation strength is proportional to the
mobile dislocation density times the square of the average dislocation segment length; at
-330K interstitials are mobile and start to pin the dislocations, which results in a change
in the behaviour of the frequency and influences the shape of the peak; at —400K an
indication of a second pinning process is occasionally present.
Another smaller peak is occasionally observed at -545K for both JRQ and Doel6 steel.
This peak has been attributed to the Snoek-Koster phenomenon.

1
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Figure 2: A dislocation peak for Doel-II weld unirradiated steel after 8x1% cyclic deformation at 250K.

Figure 3 shows the effect of neutron irradiation. Neutron irradiation lowers the peak
maximum and the peak temperature. In part, this can be explained by additional pinning
of dislocations by irradiation-induced defects. Thermal ageing lowers the peak
maximum, but not the peak temperature.

5 standard implies that, after a cyclic deformation of 8x1% of the specimen at 250K,
the internal friction and resonance frequency of the system are measured as a function
of temperature.
6 Doel steel refers to reactor pressure vessel steel used for the Belgian nuclear-power
plant in Doel, near Antwerp.
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Figure 3: Typical dislocation relaxation for unirradiated (dar), irradiated (dir)
and thermally aged (dag) Doel I-II base.

Many different pressure-vessel steels have been studied is such a way. By comparing the
internal friction results for unirradiated, irradiated and thermally aged samples,
information about the microstructural processes responsible for the differences in the
results can be obtained.
The torsion pendulum also provides an opportunity to conduct measurements as a
function of vibration amplitude. This allows us to look at microstructural phenomena in
the anelastic, pre-plastic or plastic range. This type of experiment mainly gives
information about effects of dislocation-defect interactions and allows us to study the
phenomenon of yielding. The internal-friction results make it possible to determine a
critical amplitude at different temperatures for which the corresponding stress can be
determined either by determining the stress corresponding to the critical strain amplitude
from stress-strain curves or by multiplying the critical amplitude with the shear modulus
times the square root of three. The latter procedure takes into account only the difference
between the yield stress derived from static tensile and torsion tests.
The yield stress obtained from internal-friction data can be related to tensile data and has
been shown to agree with a model for the yield strength (figure 4). This model not only
takes long- and short-range interactions with dislocations into account, but also
incorporates intergranular effects, thereby contributing to the development of enhanced
commercial surveillance. The importance of the possible correlation between internal-
friction and tensile tests lies in the fact that reactor materials are only sparsely available.
Internal friction, as a non-destructive technique, might have an advantage over tensile
testing in that only one specimen is required to trace out the yield stress as a function of
temperature, whereas in destructive tensile tests a separate specimen is required for
every point of the curve.
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Figure 4: Yield stress derived from epscrit, the critical amplitude obtained from internal-
friction measurements can be compared to tensile data and to a model for the yield
strength.

4. Conclusion:

Very little information can be obtained from studies of the microstructural differences
which might be distinguished in different pressure-vessel steels and conditions. This
may be due to the complexity of impurity and alloying elements in these steels.
Both amplitude-independent and amplitude-dependent internal-friction measurements
have proved to be more sensitive to the differences between the steels in different
conditions and internal friction has now taken its place in the research into reactor-
pressure-vessel steel embrittlement. Amplitude-independent experiments are quite
sensitive to differences in chemical composition and to effects of neutron irradiation and
thermal ageing. This has been shown for many different pressure-vessel steels.
Amplitude-dependent experiments can be related to tensile-test results and correspond to
a model for the yield stress. A full range of experiments have been carried out on Doel-
I-II base and weld metal. The results have indicated that internal friction yields
information which cannot always be detected by means of standard testing techniques.
In general, the results portraying the effect of irradiation and post-irradiation annealing
are comparable with impact- and tensile test results. This has led to the go-ahead for the
construction of a pendulum at SCK which is now complete. In order to investigate the
damage mechanisms which occur at high fluences, specially irradiated specimens will
be studied by means of the novel apparatus. The results might lead to a new model
describing irradiation damage at high fluences. In this way, internal friction can
contribute to the development of more plant-specific embrittlement-trend curves.
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